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All halls are here except first east. 

 

TalbotComm Funding 
TalbotComm would like to have some money for projects. 

Sonja would like not to budget money to TalbotComm mid-semester because it sets a precedent about 

how funding is allocated that she doesn’t want to set.  

Jes: What would TalbotComm like to spend money on? 

yonadav: We’ve got a couple ideas—paint for murals, other projects. 

Jes: There is a discretionary fund for EC Exec that is $400. If TalbotComm has something concrete they’d 

like to buy, we can use that on it. 

kwbartel: is there a discretionary housemaster budget that could fund some things? 

rcm: yes, and it’s an order of magnitude larger than the budget Jes talking about. 

avcomm: avcomm has money that we can spend on anything related to speakers or cables. 

 

It’s on Us campaign 
Sonja: I’m helping with the It’s on us campaign, the sexual assault prevention campaign started at MIT 

recently. The Whitehouse has this goal for the campaign that it be a viral thing, like the ice bucket 

campaign or something. So, the Title IX working group released a video, and Stanford has released a 

video. The idea is that groups across campus can make a video and take a pledge about preventing 

sexual assault. So, maybe EC wants to make one, or halls want to make one. I think lots of people here 

care about that, and know you know that MIT and the Whitehouse are into this.  

jisenhar: what about the fire bucket challenge? 

Sonja: Just don’t piss off Sarah Rankin. 

 

ec-party 
mcole points out that we have a party list ec-party. Relately, we’ve been having some problems with 

parties. 



 People from a different hall inviting their non-EC (maybe non-MIT) friends to an EC party, and 

those invitees being irresponsible (being rude, getting wasted to the point of needing medical 

transport, etc) 

 People inviting their entire fraternity to their EC party , and those invitees being irresponsible 

(might be related to limits on fraternity gatherings) 

 Inability to account for people showing up at parties who are sufficiently outside the social 

circles of EC—This situation occurs, for example, when someone forwards a party email to a 

large social list (like another dorm social list or fraternity social list). Then, members of that 

social list may come to the EC party without letting the inviter know, which makes it hard to 

account for people and take care of them if they’re having any problems. 

 People receiving ec-party emails who don’t want to receive them (like if they find the content 

objectionable), which could occur by people forwarding ec-party emails to their friends or 

mailing lists without considering the recipients 

Some options people suggest 

 Prune the mailing list (regularly) to only include people that people in EC can vouch for 

 Prune the mailing list to be the intersection of ec-party and ec-announce 

 Only send emails with factual information about the party, no flavortext 

 Send an email to EC party that says “hey, if you’re gonna invite your non-EC friends to EC 

parties, only do it for your own parties”  

 Send an email to EC party that says “hey, if you’re gonna invite your non-EC friends to EC 

parties, don’t invite an entire fraternity” 

 Send an email to EC party that says “hey, if you’re gonna invite your non-EC friends to EC 

parties, encourage them to be responsible and not get wasted and not be disrespectful to the 

hall” 

Jes: Let’s send an email that says we’re pruning ec-party, and, if you want to stay on, you should ask an 

EC resident to re-add you. Then, let’s prune ec-party. 

Halls should then add disclaimers to their party emails depending on their feelings about party invitees. 

For example, a disclaimer might read “This party email intended for only members of ec-party. If you’re 

interested in inviting other groups, please contact the host.”  

 

Elections 
Jes: You should run for things. Jobs are great. 

We’ll have comm elections next term, too, but we need to elect cameracomm, cpw chairs, and EC 

secretary and treasurer earlier. 

 


